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Abstract
Researchers have ,developed Space-Time Adaptive Processing (STAP)
\,
schemes to cope with the clutter spectral spreading that occurs for a radar
mounted on a moving platform. Analysis shows fUlly adaptive schemes have'
great potential when tested with simulations of homogeneous environments,
but the possible inaccurate estimation of the covariance matrix in a non-
homogeneous environment has prompted investigation of partially adaptive
STAP (PSTAP) schemes. A general formulation of a PSTAP algorithm is
defined and several specific cases are described. Performance is evaluated
"
using a measured data set. The results indicate that the joint-domain localized
and th~ extended factored approach PSTAP algorithms ~rovide good






In airborne radar, the detection of targets is often limited by ground
clutter and other forms of interference. Platform motion causes Doppler shifts
in the ground clutter that makes Doppler filtering alone ineffective. In such
cases Space-Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) offers a potential solution.
STAP has been an active research topic for at least the last two
decades. Much of the interest was generated by the results in [1] and [2].
Since then several algorithms have been proposed and evaluated using
simulated radar data. With the recent improvements in phased array antenna
and digital signal processing technology, a STAP-based radar system is
becoming an attractive alternative for detection of airborne targets in clutter, as
compared to classical low-sidelobe beamforming [3].
Current STAP research efforts [4] are focused on a number of
interesting issues. Performance evaluation of several competing STAP
approaches is the topic of this thesis. In most previous research, STAP
schemes were evaluated using optimistic simulated data or by man"ipulating
stationary platform measurements to simulate motion. ~ile simulated. data is
very useful in the development and analysis of algorithms, a more complete
evaluation includes using aptual recorded radar data. Thus, in this thesis, we
" . "
2
compare various STAP schemes using actual· measured airborne data. A
general formulation of a useful class of STAP processing approaches, which
includes most linear processing schemes, is developed which unifies, the
schemes considered.
Assume the radar transmits a coherent burst of M pulses at a constant
pulse repetition frequency /r= 1/Tr, where Tr is the pulse-repetition-interval
(PRI). The time interval over which the waveform returns are collected is
commonly referred to as the coherent-processing-interval (CPI). The radar
antenna used is an array antenna with N identical elements. For each PRI, L
time samples are collected to cover the range intervals. Denote the
observation corresponding to the jth antenna element at the jth pulse for kth
range cell as XiJ;k. It is convenient to denote the part of the datacube which
represents. thekth range cell of the datacube as
x - rx . x ... x x ···x r (1)k - ~ 1,1,k' 2,1,k' , N,1,k' 1,2,k, N,M,k
where aT denotes the transpose of the vector a. We will refer to Xk as a
space-time snapshot.
A simple set of STAP schemes that have been suggested can be
represented as an inner product of the conjugate of a weight vector wand the
vector Xk. This inner product
(2)
3
produces the complex quantity z .whose magnitude is often compared to a
threshol~ to make a decision. The weight. vector w may depend' on the
estimated interference-plus-noise environment and on the- target of interest. In
the well-know sample matrix inversion (SMI) algorithm [2] for example, a
popular fully adaptive algorithm, the weight vector is given, to within a scale
factor, as
(3)
where R is the estimated interference-plus-noise covariance matrix. The
estimate is based on a set of reference data, typically chosen from the
surrounding range cells. V(S) is the normalized target response (Xk fora
target observed without clutter or noise) [5]. In the case where the interference
statistics are known or the estimated covariance matrix is exactly equal to the
true covariance matrix, SMI can achieve optimal performance. A fully adaptive
STAP scheme, like SMI, requires the formation of an NM by NM covariance
matrix which can be a problem. Even for moderate M and N, the
computational cost of the computation of R-t becomes excessive in real-time
implementations. As a result, reduced complexity approaches called partially
adaptive STAP (PSTAP) have been developed whose computational cost is
substantially smaller. Some examples of reduced complexity approaches are
given in the next chapter.
4
The schemes which estimate the interference-plus-noise statistics
typically require a large set of independent and identically distributed (iid)
reference data vectors to achieve an accurate estimation. This requirement .
may be unrealistic, since measurements [6] indi.cate that multi-channel
airborne radar clutter data is' often severely. non-homogeneous. For this
'"
reason the reference data set available for estimation of clutter statistics is
usually quite small. Therefore it is important to know how different STAP
algorithms perform for such cases.
In Chapter 2 we define a general STAP scheme and give a detailed
description of several specific approaches. Performance comparisons based
on measured airborne radar data are presented in Chapter 3. Conclusions are
given in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Some Reduced Complexity STAP Schemes
S1AP is an active research area and new schemes are continually being
developed. In order to compare schemes, a standard terminology is useful.
Here, we will mainly follow the terminology used i~ [5]. We caution the reader
that other terminology also appears in the literature. We first define a general
formulation of PSTAP processing approach which encompasses many
existing PSTAP algorithms. Next we describe eight-specific approaches which
are included in the general formulation. They are
1. Adaptive DisplacedPhase-Centered Antenna (ADPCA)
2. Subarraying ADPCA (BDPCA)
3. Beamspace ADPCA (BeamAD)
4. Factored Post Doppler (FTS)
5, Subarraying FTS (BFTS)
6. Extended Factored Approached (EFA)
7. Subarraying EFA (BEFA)
8. Joint-domain Localized Approach (JDL)
6
2.1 General STAP Approach
Consider the transformations
p=O,1,2, ...,P-1 (4)
where Xk "is the space-time snapshot from the kth range ,celi ~nd Ap and Bp
are scheme-dependent matrices. The operations in (4) can be interpreted as
a pre-processor applied to the received signals. This pre-processing
generates data for the adaptive processing to follow. Note thatP vectors are
produced by the operations in (4). Typically, the pre-processing in (4)
performs a coordinate transformation and a selection operation.




and S is a scheme-dependent steering vector. R..«p) is the interference-plus-
noise covariance matrix estimated from Q adjacent range cells, excluding the
cell-under-test and the two closest range cells. Note that (5) resembles the
8MI scheme defined in (2) and (3). Further, "based on accepted principles, the
7 '
covariance matrix estimation of an r x r matrix like Rst(p) nominally requires
Q = 2r iid secondary data. The term <I> in the denominator of (5) is the
normalization to pr~vide CFAR in homogeneous clutter and is given by
(7)
In differenl schemes, Yk(P) mayor may not be the final output of
interest. If Yk(P) is the final output of interest, its magnitude will be compared to
a threshold to decide if signal is present. For cases where Yk(P) will be





which we call post-processing (after adaptive processing). Typically, fm is the
mth column of a Px P filter matrix F, and Zk,m is the final output whose
magnitude will be compared to a threshold to produce a decision.
2.2 ADPCA and its beamspace version
Define a set of P sub-CPls Xk(P), p=o,... ,P-1 in the kth snapshot.
Each sub-CPI contains possible signal returns from Ks pulses and all N
8
elements. Fig. 1 shows two different ways to form the sub-CPls. As indicated
in Fig. 1, implementation (a) does not overlap pulses. Given Mpulses in a CPI
. ~
where M can be divided by Kt, implementation (a) generates P=M/Kt sub-
CPls. The oth sub-CPI consists of pul~s 0, ... , Kt-1 and the pth sub-CPI
consists of pulses pKt, ... , pKt+Kt-1. Implementation (b) forms the sub-CPls
by using the same pulse returns in several sub-CPls. Given M pulses in a CPI,
implementation (b) generates P=M-Kt+1 sub-CPls. The oth sub-CPI consists
of pulses 0, ... , Kt-1 and"the pth sub-CPI consists of pulses p, ... , p+Kt-1. In
Fig.1, Kt is set to 3 and in implementation (b), neighboring sub-CPls overlap 2
pulses. Of course, other overlaps are possible.
The pre-processing we have just described can be put into the
framework of (4). Bp is set to IN which is an NxN identity ma~rix and
(10)
where the notation Oqxm refers to an qxm matrix of zeros. h indicates the
number of pulses which are overlapped. In implementation (a) h is set to be
zero and in implementation (b) h is set to be Kt-1. Ap is an MxKt selection
matrix.




where 5s is the Nx1 spatial steering vector [5], St is a Ktx1 vector, which is
composed of the binomial coefficients, with each coefficient altered in sign
(start with positive). As a particular example, we have
5 t = (1,-2,1y (12)
for a three pulse case.
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Figure 1) ADPCA sub-CPI formation
Typically, post-processing as described in (8) and (9) is employed in ADPCA.
In ADPCAF is a matrix corresponding to a Doppler filter bank, and fm is the
filter corresponding to the mth Doppler frequency_ Typically F is a [?FT matrix .
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and this Doppler processing can then be efficiently implemented by computing
an FFT. Zk,m, the final output for Doppler bin m, is compared to a threshold to
make a decision if one is testing for a target with the Doppler frequency
corresponding to this Doppler bin.
Subarraying ADPCA and beamspace ADPCA are both beamspace
versions of ADPCA. Bp is used as a beamformer matrix to produce Ks ~ N
number of beam outputs. We focus on Ks=3 in this thesis.









is employed in (4) , where g : (90', 91, 92, 0 0 0' 9N'_dT is a vector of scalar
components and. N': N-Ks+1 . The vector 9 can be any of the popular
windows or tapering from the DSP [7] or radar [8] literature. Here we take 9 as
either a uniform window or the hamming window in our tests. Uniform window
gave better results than hamming window so we present results for uniform 9
.vector.
Each vector produced by the pre,.processing (4) will be adaptively
processed as in (5) where
11
(14)
with Se chosen as the steering vector used in adaptive processing of ADPCA .
The post 'processing is sam~ as in ADPCA.
. . (. . {.'
'. Beamspac~ ADPCA is identical to subarraying ADPCA but with Bp= G =[
fN,1, fN,2, •• '., fN;Ks ], where fNJ j=1, ..., Ks are those columns of NxN DFT
mat~ix corresponding to Ks particular angle bins.
2.3 FTS and subarraying FTS
. In factored post-Doppler STAP [5], Doppler processing is first performed
on each spatial channel. Let the Doppler filter applied to each spatial channel
be represented by fp. (a target is assumed to have the Doppler frequency
correspondihgto this filter). For convenience collect the Doppler filters in the
MxM matrix FM=[fo, f1, ... ,fM.1]' Then the pre-processing is described by (4)
with Ap=fp, P=~, and Bp=IN. This pre-processing transforms the signal into
Doppler space. In this case a single pulse at a time is processed (Kt =1) and p
indicates the index of Doppler bin in question. To test for a target in only one
particular Doppler bin only the calculations for a single pare necessary. Next,
the adaptive processing in (5) is employed with the steering vector defined as
in (11). Here S.=Ss. since Kt is 1. .As for most of the STAP schemes we
. discuss, ~apering could be applied to the steering vector [5]. Post-processing
12 .
is not usually employed andIYk(p)1 is. compared to a threshold to test for a
target in the·pth DoppJer bin.
Subarraying FTS is identical to FTS but with Bp= G as described in
(13). The adaptive processing is as in FTS with the steering vector defined in
(14). Here Se is the steering vector that is used in the adaptive processing of
FTS. Post processing is not employed.
2.4·EFA and subarraying EFA
The extended factored approach (EFA) [9] is a slight extension of the
factored post-Doppler approach. In EFA, adaptive processing is applied to
several adjacent Doppler bins instead of just one. Thus, the pre-processing
performs both transformation and selection. In the case considered here,
where the scheme adapts over 3 adjacent bins, the pre-processing can be
described as in (4) with Ap=Jp= [fp.1, fp, fp+1] and Bp=IN.
The other quantities are set in a similar manner as for factored post-




where V(S) is the normalized target response as used in (3). As for FTS
usually only one Yk(P) is tested. By selecting fp to correspond to the target
Doppler frequency under consideration, the steering vector can be defined as
in (11) with St = [0, 1, O]T .
In subarraying EFA, the pre-processing is the same as with EFA but
with Bpset as in (13). The adaptive processing is defined as in (5) with S as in
(15).
2.5 Joint-domaint localized approach (JDL)
In JDL [10], the pre-processor performs two dimensional
transformation and selection. The data is transformed from the space-time
domain into the angle-Doppler domain. This pre-processing can be described
as in (4), with Ap=[fm,h fm,2, ••. , fm,Ktl, where fmJ j=1, ... ,K. are Kt columns of
an MxM DFT matrix and with Bp=G=[fn,1, fn,2, ... , fn,KS], where fnJj=1, '''J Ks
are Ks columns of NxN OFT matrix. As for FTS and EFA, only the post
processing corresponding to a single P must be calculated to test for a target
at a particular normalized Doppler and angular frequency. In this case, only
one Yk(P) is tested.
If we focus on Kt = Ks =3 and consider the case where the target to be
detected has the Doppler frequency corresponding to fm,2·and the spatial
frequency corresponding to fn,2, then the adaptive processing is performed as
14
described in (5) with
S = [0 1 o]® [0 1 0] (16)
More precisely, the steering vector has all its entries equal to zero except
for·the one corresponding to the spatial and Doppler frequency of the target.





To test the STAP algorithms described in section 2l we use data that
comes from the Multi-Channel Airborne Radar Measurements (MCARM)
database flight 5 acquisition 575. See [6} and [111 for detailed information
about the MCARM program and the data. For each experiment, a single
. target signal with amplitude 0.05, a particular normalized Doppler frequency
and a particular normalized spatial frequency was inserted in a particular
range bin. Reference data are selected from consecutive range cells on each
side of the cell-under-test, excluding the cell-under-test and the two closest
cells. We employ normalized test statistics as in (5), which provide a constant
false alarm rate (CFAR) characteristic for homogenous clutter [12]. The
parameters used in each of the STAP algorithms studied are given in the
Appendix.
For each example, we provide plots of the magnitude of the
normali~ed test statistics for a set of range bins including the target range. We
judge a scheme by how large the test statistic is at the target range in
comparison to other ranges.
.
In the first example, we inserted a target at range bin 150 for the
cases shown in Table 1. The location of the targets and an estimate of the
16
clutter (plus noise) power spectral density (psd) are illustrated in Fig. 2. As
visible from Fig. 2, the psd estimate used is rather crude and is provided to
give a rough description of the clutter environment. In the estimate no
neighboring range cells are averaged and blackman windowing is used.
Some of the artifacts can be removed by averaging, but this was not
considered necessary in this case.









Table 1) Test cases for each example.
A summary of the results is given in Table 2. Fig. 3 through Fig. 9
present the results for most of the schemes tested'. FTS and subarraying FTS
generally perform poorly, so their results are not shown. In- this example,
generally JDL provides best results. JDL is best in every case except cases d
and e. In case d, BeamAD slightly outperforms JDL and ADPCA, but the
17
difference is quite small. In case e, EFA outperforms the others, however JDL
also performs well. The apparently large interference near a normalized
Doppler frequency of -0.0312 indicated by Fig.2 could be the reason why JDL
" .
is not best in these two cases. These are apparently difficult cases where no
scheme can really excel. Table 2 shows that case b is also quite difficult, but
here JDL performs much better than the other schemes. The extra clutter
ridges in Fig. 2 are dis'cussed in [13], and [14].
In the second example, we inserted a target at range bin 350. We
present results for the same cases in Table 1. The best three schemes for all
the cases are given in Table 3. The location of the targets and an estimate of
the clutter psd is given in Fig. 10. The normalized test statistics for the six best
schemes tested for each case in Table 1 are given in Figures 11 through 17.
The results indicate that none of the schemes always outperforms all the
, ,
others. However post-Doppler algorithms are generally better than pre-
Doppler algorithms. Either JDL or EFA were best in all'but case b. In case b,
where the target is ins~rted in the largest clutter of all cases, BEFA is only
slightly better than EFA and JDL.
Next, we inserted a target at range bin 415. We present results for the
same cases as in previous examples. The location of the targets and an
estimate of the clutter psd is given in Fig. 18. A summary of the results is in
Table 4. Here for cases b, c, d, f,', and 9 either JDL, or BEFA provide best
performance. In theother cases, EFA is best and JDL also performs well. JDL
18
performs well in every case except case b. Even in this case, its performance
is not bad. EFA and its beamspace version are best in some cases and near- .
best in others. AOPCA and its beamspace version give good performance in
number of cases, but these schemes were never best in this example.
. Finally, we test the same cases as before when. the target is inserted in
range bin 500. The locations of the targets and an estimate of the clutter psdis
given in Fig. 19. A summary of the results is given in Table 5. Again JOL, EFA
















Figure 2) Power spectrum plot of range 150









0.125 0.203 EFA 12 5
d BeamAD 8
-0.0312 -0.1875 JDL 7 6
ADPCA 6
e EFA 20
-0.0312 0.203 JDL 12 7
BeamAD 5
f JDL 43
0.3593 -0.1875 EFA 38 8
BeamAD 30
g JDL 38
-0.1875 0.3593 BEFA 18 9
BeamAD . 7
Table 2) The three best schemes for all the cases when the target is inserted at range 150.
. (D is the approximate difference between the normalized test statistic at the target and the
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Figure·10) Power spectrum plot of range 350.
Case Normalized Normalized Spatial ' The 3 best D Figure
Doppler Frequency Frequency schemes
EFA 24
a -0.2656 -0.2656 JDL 18 11
BEFA 5
BEFA 15
b -0.0312 -0.0312 EFA 12 12
JDL 10
JDL 34
c 0.125 0.203 EFA 25 13
BEFA 13
EFA 28
d -0.0312 -0.1875 JDL 20 14
ADPCA 12
EFA 22
e -0.0312 0.203 JDL 18 15
ADPCA 7 '
'---'J EFA 48
f 0.3593 -0.1875 JDL 43 16
BeamAD 24
JDL 33
9 -0.1875 0.3593 BEFA 18 17
BeamAD 14
Table 3) The three best schemes for all the cases when the target is inserted at range 350.
(0. is the approximate difference between the normalized test statistic at the target and the
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Figure 18) Power spectrum plot of range 415
Case Normalized Doppler Normalized Spatial The 3 best D
Frequency Frequency schemes
a EFA 25
-0.2656 -0.2656 JDL 22
ADPCA 12
b BEFA 25
-0.0312 -0.0312 BeamAD 18
EFA.ADPCA 15
C BEFA 30
0.125 0.203 JDL 23
BeamAD 12
d JDL.BEFA 20
-0.0312 -0.1875 BeamAD 18
EFA.ADPCA 16
e EFA 28
-0.0312 0.203 JDL 24
ADPCA 15
f JDL 45
0.3593 -0.1875 BeamAD 35
BEFA I 32
g JDL 42
-0.1875 0.3593 EFA 20
BeamAD 18
Table 4) The three best schemes for all the cases when the target is inserted at range 415.
(0 is the approximate difference between the normalized test statistic at the target and the
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Figure 18) Power spectrum plot of range 415
Case Normalized Doppler Normalized Spatial The 3 best D
Frequency Frequency schemes
a EFA 25
-0.2656 -0.2656 JDL 22
ADPCA 12
b BEFA 25
-0.0312 -0.0312 BeamAD 18
EFA,ADPCA 15
C BEFA 30
0.125 0.203 JDL 23
BeamAD 12
d JDL,BEFA 20
-0.0312 -0.1875 BeamAD 18
EFA,ADPCA 16
e EFA 28
-0.0312 0.203 JDL 24
ADPCA 15
f JDL 45
0.3593 -0.1875 BeamAD 35
BEFA 32
g JDL 42
-0.1875 0.3593 EFA 20
BeamAD 18
Table 4) The three best schemes for all the cases when the target is inserted at range 415.
(0 is the approximate difference between the normalized test statistic at the target and the


































Case Normalized Doppler Normalized Angle The 3 best D
Frequency Freauency schemes
a JDL 32
-0.2656 . -0.2656 EFA 13
ADPCA 7
b JDL 22
-0.0312 -0.0312 EFA 20
BEFA 15
c JDL 36
0.125 0.203 BEFA 12
EFA, BeamAD 7
d JDL 26
- 0.0312 - 0.1875 EFA 20
ADPCA 10
e ADPCA 22
- 0.0312 0.203 JDL 18
EFA 15
f JDL 38
0.3593 - 0.1875 EFA,BEFA 28
BeamAD 23
g BEFA, JDL 33
- 0.1875 0.3593 BeamAD 17
EFA 15
Table 5) The three best schemes for all the cases when the target is inserted at range500.
(D is the approximate difference between the normalized test statistic at the target peak and
































Case Normalized Doppler Normalized Angle The 3 best D
Frequency Frequency schemes
a JDL 32
- 0.2656 - 0.2656 EFA 13
ADPCA 7
b JDL 22
-0.0312 -0.0312 EFA 20
BEFA 15
c JDL 36
0.125 0.203 BEFA 12
EFA, BeamAD 7
d JDL 26
- 0.0312 - 0.1875 EFA 20
ADPCA 10
e ADPCA 22
- 0.0312 0.203 JDL 18
EFA 15
f JDL 38
0.3593 - 0.1875 EFA,BEFA 28
BeamAD 23
g BEFA, JDL 33
- 0.1875 0.3593 BeamAD 17
EFA 15
Table 5) The three best schemes for all the cases when the target is inserted at range 500.
(D is the approximate difference between the normalized test statistic at the target peak and





In our tests, JDLandEFA generally perform very well. 5ubarrayed EFA also
shows good performance in many situations. The common element these
schemes.. share is post Doppler processing. This type of processing, used in
\
the correct way, appears to be superior in these real data cases. This appears
to be-the major result af thiS-.study..When there is astroog interfe[enc~near
the target, case d and e in Table 5 for example, ADPCA performs well and
sometimes outperforms all the other schemes. The reason appears to be
related to the extra whitening provided by its steering vector.
This is one of the few 5TAP studies we have seen which uses real
airborne radar measurements and· thus we feel these results are interesting.
We acknowledge that judging performance using measured data is difficult
since one can't directly extract probability of detection and probability of false
alarm, the accepted measure of performance for radar signal detection
problems. However, measured data studies are still important to obtain a more
complete assessment of performance. In the current study we present
comparisons only for a particular configuration of each algorithm, but we have
tried to pick the most popular or at least a reasonable configuration for each
algorithm. We acknowledge that the results may be different for different .
configurations. Further we have tested the algorithms for many different range
38
bins for two different data sets (flights) and based on these cases the results
given here appear to be representative. However, we acknowledge that the
results could be much differentfor some data sets we have not tested.
We have obtained results for a fairly large number of different cases.
Due to space limitations we have provided only a limited set of results in this
thesis. We believe that further study using measured data is needed and we
hope to see more studies by other research groups on this topic. Hopefully
other data sources will become available and these can be compared to
results obtained. using the MCARM database. We believe that techniques for
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